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Phase connectivity in pore-network models for capillary-driven flow1
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2
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Abstract4

Pore-network representations of permeable media provide the framework for explicit simulation of capillary-5

driven immiscible displacement governed by invasion-percolation theory. The most demanding task of a pore-network6

flow simulation is the identification of trapped defending phase clusters at every displacement step, i.e. the phase7

connectivity problem. Instead of employing the conventional adjacency list we represent the connectivity of a phase8

cluster as a tree accompanied by a set of adjacent non-tree edges. In this graph representation, a decrease in phase9

connectivity due to a pore displacement event corresponds to deletion of either a tree or a non-tree edge. Deletion10

of a tree edge invokes a computationally intensive search for a possible reconnection of the resulting subtrees by an11

adjacent non-tree edge. The tree representation facilitates a highly efficient execution of the reconnection search.12

Invasion-percolation simulations of secondary water floods under different wetting conditions in pore-networks of13

different origin and size confirm the efficiency of the proposed phase connectivity algorithm. Moreover, a systematic14

simulation study of runtime growth with increasing model size on regular lattice networks demonstrates a consistent15

orders-of-magnitude speed-up compared to conventional simulations. Consequently, the proposed algorithm proves16

to be a powerful tool for invasion-percolation simulations on large multi-scale networks and for extensive stochastic17

analysis of typical single-scale pore-networks.18

Keywords: phase connectivity, pore-network modelling, invasion-percolation, simulation runtime growth19

1. Introduction20

Multi-phase flow in natural porous media is a phenomenon occurring during hydrocarbon production, subsurface21

CO2 sequestration and groundwater remediation. Estimation of residual saturation and continuum-scale functions of22

the phase saturation, such as capillary pressure and relative permeabilities, is essential to predict Darcy-scale multi-23

phase flow behaviour. These flow functions are traditionally obtained from expensive and time-consuming laboratory24

experiments that require non-trivial interpretation steps (Rose and Bruce, 1949; Richardson et al., 1952; Hou et al.,25

2012). Complementary to these experiments, the flow functions may be calculated from simulations of multi-phase26

displacements in models of the pore space (Blunt et al., 2013; Maes and Geiger, 2018; Raeini et al., 2014; Ryazanov27
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et al., 2009; Valvatne and Blunt, 2004). State-of-the-art computed tomography (CT) imaging tools allow acquisi-28

tion of high-resolution 3D pore space models, referred to as ”digital rocks” (Cnudde and Boone, 2013; Knackstedt29

et al., 2009). Pore-scale multi-phase flow simulation requires solution of the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with30

equations for evolution of the capillary interfaces separating the immiscible fluids (Patankar and Spalding, 1972; Hirt31

and Nichols, 1981; Meakin and Tartakovsky, 2009; Blunt, 2017). Various approaches exist to solve these equations32

directly on digital rocks, but these are computationally expensive and therefore limited to sample volumes that are33

usually insufficient for representative calculations of the multi-phase flow functions (Maes and Geiger, 2018; Raeini34

et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2004).35

When capillary forces dominate, pore-scale multi-phase flow is often simulated as invasion-percolation (IP) in36

pore-networks (Wilkinson and Willemsen, 1983). A pore-network approximates the 3D pore space as a collection of37

geometrically idealised elements, i.e. pore nodes connected by pore throats, while preserving its topology (Jiang et al.,38

2007). Starting from the inlet of the network, the invading phase displaces a defending phase from network elements39

in order of their entry conditions, which are determined by capillary forces at the fluid-fluid interfaces (Lago and40

Araujo, 2001). A pore displacement event is only permitted if the defending phase is not trapped (Valvatne and Blunt,41

2004; Wilkinson and Willemsen, 1983). Based on these rules IP produces a series of quasi-static pore-network phase42

occupancies, comprising clusters of both phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A phase cluster is defined as a collection43

of connected pore elements containing the same phase. Note that pore elements may contain more than one phase,44

most notably when wetting films are present in pore corners, hence a single pore element may belong to multiple45

phase clusters (Ryazanov et al., 2009; Berg et al., 2013; Andrew et al., 2015). In two-phase flow, a defending phase46

cluster is considered trapped if it does not include the network outlet (Singh et al., 2017). Additionally, for each47

quasi-static occupancy relative permeabilities may be calculated based on steady state flow through phase clusters48

that are connected to both inlet and outlet, assuming Poiseuille flow in every pore element (Øren et al., 1998).49

Following each pore displacement event the cluster configuration and the corresponding phase connectivity may50

change. The phase connectivity is either incremental, when a phase invades a pore element, or decremental, when51

a phase vacates a pore element (Holm et al., 2001). Growth of the invading phase cluster during a capillary-driven52

flow process is an example of incremental connectivity, which may result in merger of invading phase clusters. The53

corresponding connectivity of the defending phase is decremental, which may result in break-up and trapping of de-54

fending phase clusters (Berg et al., 2013; Joekar-Niasar et al., 2013). Fully dynamic connectivity arises when a phase55

both invades and vacates different pore elements simultaneously, thus displaying both incremental and decremental56

connectivity, during a given flow process. This occurs when isolated phase clusters are mobilised, usually when cap-57

illary forces are less significant compared to viscous forces or buoyancy (Joekar-Niasar et al., 2010; Mogensen and58

Stenby, 1998). Additionally, recent fast micro-CT imaging has revealed that during slow steady state two-phase flow59

phase clusters periodically break-up and merge (Reynolds et al., 2017). Note that an invading phase may only partly60

displace the defending phase from a pore element, for example when non-wetting phase invasion leaves behind films61

of the defending wetting phase in the pore corners (Valvatne and Blunt, 2004; van Dijke and Sorbie, 2006). Partial62
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Figure 1: Two-phase occupancy of a network of pore nodes and throats. The invading phase (grey) enters the network at the inlet face, represented

by node I. Displacement of the defending phase (white) from a pore element, for example throat gh, is permitted, because it belongs to the phase

cluster that includes the outlet face (node O). On the other hand, the defending phase cluster containing nodes o, s and r is trapped. Note the

coexistence of both phases in many pore elements, which is typical for water invasion into a water-wet system.

displacement does not change the defending phase connectivity. This paper focuses on decremental phase connectiv-63

ity, as its evaluation – the query whether defending phase clusters remain connected or break up – tends to be the most64

computationally expensive part of the phase connectivity problem and indeed of the entire IP simulation, as outlined65

below.66

Most existing IP implementations (Gostick et al., 2016; Ryazanov et al., 2009; Valvatne and Blunt, 2004; Knack-67

stedt et al., 2000) appear to have adopted either the Hoshen-Kopelman cluster labelling (Hoshen and Kopelman, 1976;68

Al-Futaisi and Patzek, 2003) or a general graph traversal algorithm such as depth-first or breadth-first search (Cormen69

et al., 2001) to evaluate phase connectivity following each pore displacement event. These algorithms employ the70

adjacency list to define phase clusters, where each node stores a list of the throats that connect it to adjacent nodes.71

This conventional graph representation is very efficient for the connectivity modification, such as merging two clusters72

or establishing new clusters following break-up. However, it is very inefficient for the connectivity query and leads to73

a high computational cost per IP simulation. Indeed, as we will demonstrate in Section 3, in conventional approaches74

the phase connectivity algorithm is computationally the most expensive operation in an IP simulation. Most networks75

derived from single micro-CT scans are reasonably small, therefore any inefficiency of the connectivity algorithm76

does not pose a major obstacle. However, to be representative of the corresponding macro-scale flow properties,77

pore-networks often need to include features from micro-CT scans at several different resolutions, for example for78

carbonate rocks with so-called micro-porosity (Vik et al., 2013). In this case, pore-scale information from different79

resolutions must be numerically integrated, resulting in large multi-scale networks (Jiang et al., 2013; Bultreys et al.,80

2015; Prodanovic et al., 2015). The computational cost of IP simulations on these networks with multi-million pore81

elements become prohibitive.82

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to the phase connectivity problem, based on an alternative graph83
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Figure 2: The defending phase occupancy of the pore-network model shown in Fig. 1 depicted as the (doubly-connected) phase connectivity graph

(yellow) and singly-connected pore throats (pink).

representation, which significantly reduces the overall computational cost of the IP simulation. In Section 2 we84

explain the concept of the new algorithm. In Section 3 we demonstrate the speed-up achieved with the algorithm85

by simulating water flood under different wetting conditions in pore-networks of different size and origin. In the86

simulation results we focus on the trapped and residual saturations as these are most directly linked to the phase87

connectivity.88

2. Phase connectivity algorithm89

2.1. Phase connectivity graph90

For the purpose of the new graph representation of phase connectivity it is sufficient to consider connectivity91

between pore nodes. Connectivity between any two pore nodes is determined by the existence of a continuous path of92

nodes and throats (Diestel, 2010). Phase connectivity is defined by paths on which all elements contain the considered93

phase. The implication is that a pore throat only contributes to the phase connectivity if it is doubly-connected, i.e. it94

is adjacent to two nodes containing the same phase.95

On the contrary, singly-connected throats do not contribute to phase connectivity, neither do isolated throats.96

Fig. 2 displays the connectivity of the defending phase shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the concepts of doubly- and97

singly-connected throats. It is clear that singly-connected and isolated throats arise when the defending phase vacates98

an adjacent node. As long as a singly-connected pore throat is adjacent to a pore node connected to an outlet node the99

defending phase may be displaced from this throat, but this does not affect the phase connectivity.100

The collection of all pore nodes and the interconnecting doubly-connected pore throats containing a given phase101

establish the corresponding phase connectivity graph. Moreover, each component of the phase connectivity graph102

corresponds to a phase cluster containing at least one node, where the latter additionally includes adjacent singly-103

connected throats.104
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Figure 3: Decomposition of the defending phase connectivity graph shown in Fig. 2 into a set of trees (solid lines) and accompanying non-tree

edges (dashed lines) for each component.

Updating the phase connectivity graph is sufficient for the evaluation of the phase connectivity between any pore105

nodes at any stage of IP simulation. Additionally, a defending phase component is considered trapped if it does not106

contain nodes associated with the outlet. Since pore elements of a trapped component can no longer be invaded, any107

trapped component can be excluded from the phase connectivity graph.108

2.2. Phase connectivity representation109

Following Henzinger and King (1999); Holm et al. (2001) we represent the phase connectivity graph as a forest110

of trees and sets of non-tree edges accompanying each tree, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The tree for each component111

of the phase connectivity graph comprises all its pore nodes, identified as the tree vertices, and a subset of its pore112

throats, identified as the tree edges. This non-unique subset of pore throats connects all pore nodes belonging to the113

same component to form the tree, i.e. a graph without loops. All other doubly-connected pore throats belonging to114

the component are identified as non-tree edges, which if added to the tree would create loops. Trivially, a component115

comprising nv pore nodes and ne doubly-connected pore throats yields a tree with nv vertices, nte = nv − 1 tree edges116

and nnte = ne − nte non-tree edges. The corresponding forest of trees may be obtained through depth-first search in117

each component.118

Decremental phase connectivity occurs through deletion of one or more edges. If a phase is displaced from a pore119

throat identified as a non-tree edge, the corresponding tree and therefore the phase connectivity graph are not affected,120

as the corresponding component does not break up (Fig. 4a). The non-tree edge is simply deleted, which is a trivially121

cheap operation. If a phase is displaced from a pore throat identified as a tree edge, the deletion of the tree edge splits122

the corresponding tree into two subtrees and the corresponding component may break up (Fig. 4b). However, if a123

non-tree edge exists that reconnects the two subtrees, the corresponding component does not break up (Fig. 4c). The124

main computational challenge in updating the phase connectivity graph is the efficient search for such a reconnecting125

non-tree edge. As mentioned above, any resulting trapped component is trivially removed from the phase connectivity126

graph.127
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(a) Deletion of a non-tree edge (yellow)
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(b) Deletion of a tree edge (red) without reconnection
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(c) Deletion of a tree edge (red) with reconnecting non-tree edges (green)

Figure 4: Edge deletion scenarios (left) and respective resultant states (right).

When a phase is displaced from a pore node, any adjacent pore throats containing the considered phase no longer128

contribute to the connectivity of the component. Therefore, all edges corresponding to these pore throats must be129

deleted, as they become singly-connected or isolated. As a matter of efficiency, non-tree edges are deleted before any130

tree edges. The resulting isolated vertex is trivially deleted as well. Deletion of each tree edge triggers a search for a131

non-tree edge reconnecting the resulting subtrees.132

2.3. The search for a reconnecting non-tree edge133

Following a tree split, it is necessary to efficiently search for a reconnecting non-tree edge. First, instead of134

querying the set of all non-tree edges adjacent to the original tree, it is sufficient to examine the non-tree edges135

adjacent to one of the two subtrees (Henzinger and King, 1999; Holm et al., 2001). By definition, each subtree is136

adjacent to a set of reconnecting and a set of non-reconnecting non-tree edges. The former set is shared, while the137

latter sets are mutually exclusive, as is evident from Fig. 4. Therefore, the search for a reconnecting non-tree edge is138
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Table 1: Description of the analysed pore-network models.

Model nv ne z

Bentheimer sandstone 38 321 62 961 3.3

Estaillades carbonate 16 240 28 273 3.5

Two-scale network 2 723 790 3 836 071 2.8

Regular cubic lattices x3 + 2 3x3 − x2 ∼6

nv number of pore nodes including the inlet and the outlet, ne number of pore throats, z average coordination number, x number of pore nodes along a single (linear)

dimension, with x = 10, 20, ..., 100.

fastest in the subtree that is adjacent to the smallest number of non-tree edges. Note that this is not necessarily the139

smaller subtree, i.e. having fewest vertices. In this approach, the most pessimistic scenario arises when both subtrees140

are adjacent to similar numbers of non-tree edges. However, trees often split into subtrees with very unequal numbers141

of adjacent non-tree edges, which also underlines the importance of efficient determination of the number of adjacent142

non-tree edges. In addition to identifying the subtree with fewest incident non-tree edges, efficient iteration over the143

non-tree edges is required, which is also facilitated by the proposed graph representation. Petrovskyy et al. (2020)144

provide further details of the implementation of the reconnection search in the phase connectivity algorithm.145

3. Simulation results146

We analyse the efficiency of the new phase connectivity algorithm for IP simulations in pore-network models147

of different size and origin. The models include pore-networks directly extracted from 3D micro-CT images of148

Bentheimer sandstone and Estaillades carbonate (Jiang et al., 2007), an explicitly integrated two-scale network (Jiang149

et al., 2013) based on 3D micro-CT images at two different resolutions for a vuggy carbonate (Vik et al., 2013), as well150

as artificially generated regular cubic lattices of varying size. The networks display a range of average coordination151

numbers, z = 2 ne/nv, varying from 2.8 for the two-scale network to approximately 6 for cubic lattices (Table 1). The152

cross-section of each pore element is assumed to have the shape of an equilateral triangle, which allows the presence153

of corner wetting films.154

We simulate capillary-driven displacement of oil by water (secondary water flood) under a range of different155

wetting conditions. The initial state for each water flood is achieved through simulation of displacement of water by156

oil (primary drainage) under water-wet conditions with zero contact angle, followed by wettability alteration of all157

oil-contacted pore surfaces (Kovscek et al., 1993). These surfaces are assigned an advancing contact angle θadv with158

values representing water-wet or oil-wet conditions. Because the secondary water flood usually traps a significant159

amount of the defending oil phase, it represents a good benchmark for the newly proposed algorithm. Moreover, the160

evolution of the trapped oil saturation during the water flood strongly depends on the wetting conditions, as we will161
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Figure 5: Capillary pressure curves of the secondary water flood under different wetting conditions in the Bentheimer sandstone pore-scale network.

The cross data points represent the simulation results of Ryazanov et al. (2009).

demonstrate in Section 3.3.162

Displacement events are modelled as described by Ryazanov et al. (2009) and include piston-like displacement163

and snap-off, as well as oil layers formation and collapse in pores of non-uniform wettability under strongly oil-wet164

conditions. Note that we simulate IP strictly as proposed by Wilkinson and Willemsen (1983), by invading each165

accessible pore element based on ordering of the capillary entry pressures and evaluation of the displaced phase166

connectivity after each displacement event.167

3.1. Bentheimer sandstone168

For the Bentheimer sandstone we present the simulated water flood capillary pressure curves for four different169

wetting conditions in Fig. 5. We confirm that the capillary pressure curves, as well as the underlying displacement170

sequences of pore elements and emerging (trapped) phase distributions, are exactly the same as those resulting from171

a pore-network simulator with a conventional IP implementation using a breadth-first graph traversal algorithm (Rya-172

zanov et al., 2009) for phase connectivity evaluation.173

However, the simulation runtimes presented in Table 2, which were achieved on an Intel Xeon Gold 5120 CPU,174

show that the new phase connectivity algorithm delivers a speed-up of around 3 orders of magnitude. Fig. 6 provides175

an insight into why the new algorithm delivers such efficiency. The number of examined non-tree edges required to176

find a reconnection is as small as possible, and is in fact most frequently equal to 1. A more detailed insight can177

be found in (Petrovskyy et al., 2020). Observe also that the frequency distributions, and therefore the simulation178

runtimes are effectively independent of the wetting conditions. This is despite very different displacement patterns, as179

illustrated by the fluid occupancies for the strongly water-wet and weakly oil-wet cases presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,180

respectively. Fig. 7 displays a pattern of uniform growth of the invading phase throughout the domain, dominated by181

8



Table 2: Simulation runtimes and speed-ups of water flood simulations in the Bentheimer sandstone pore-scale network for different wettabilities.

The speed-up factor is relative to the Ryazanov et al. (2009) simulator.

θadv

w/o kr calculations w/ kr calculations

Time Speed-up Time Speed-up

0
◦

0.5s 5.9 × 103 1.8s 1.7 × 103

70
◦

0.4s 1.0 × 104 2.0s 2.1 × 103

110
◦

0.3s 8.9 × 103 1.8s 1.5 × 103

160
◦

0.3s 9.0 × 103 2.6s 1.1 × 103

θadv advancing contact angle, kr relative permeability.

θadv = 0
◦

100

102

104
θadv = 70

◦

100 102 104

θadv = 110
◦

100 102 104

100

102

104
θadv = 160

◦

Figure 6: Frequency distribution of the number of examined non-tree edges for each tree reconnection search arising during the secondary water

flood simulation in the Bentheimer sandstone pore-network model under different wetting conditions. Dashed lines indicate the original number of

non-tree edges nnte.

snap-off events. In contrast, Fig. 8 displays a pattern of capillary fingering, dominated by piston-like displacement182

events. Both cases result in very homogeneous residual phase distributions. The small residual saturation for the183

strongly oil-wet case θadv = 160
◦

is the result of oil layers.184

In conventional IP simulations, relative permeability calculations constitute the second most expensive operation185

after the phase connectivity evaluation. The runtimes for simulations including relative permeability calculations,186

which have been carried out for each saturation data point of the capillary pressure curves of Fig. 5, are presented in187

Table 2. These calculations have a noticeable effect on the runtimes, although application of high-performance adap-188

tive multi-grid linear solvers (Henson and Yang, 2002) ensures that they do not cancel out the runtime improvement189

achieved by the new phase connectivity algorithm.190
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S w = 12%

S w = 36%

S w = 56%

Figure 7: Volume rendering of phase occupancies during the secondary water flood in the Bentheimer sandstone pore-scale network under strongly

water-wet conditions θadv = 0
◦
. Blue pore elements contain only the invading phase, while green pore elements contain defending phase. The

occupancy for S w = 56% corresponds to the residual distribution of the defending phase. The leftmost face represents the inlet.
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S w = 2%

S w = 18%

S w = 50%

Figure 8: Volume rendering of phase occupancies during the secondary water flood in the Bentheimer sandstone pore-scale network under weakly

oil-wet conditions θadv = 110
◦
. Blue pore elements contain only the invading phase, while green pore elements contain defending phase. The

occupancy for S w = 50% corresponds to the residual distribution of the defending phase. The leftmost face represents the inlet.
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Figure 9: Capillary pressure curves of the secondary water flood under different wetting conditions in the Estaillades carbonate pore-scale network.

S w = 41%

Figure 10: Volume rendering of the final occupancy with residual distribution of the defending phase after the secondary water flood in the

Estaillades carbonate pore-scale network under weakly oil-wet conditions θadv = 110
◦
. Blue pore elements contain only the invading phase, while

green pore elements contain trapped defending phase. The leftmost face represents the inlet.

3.2. Estaillades carbonate and a two-scale network191

The Estaillades carbonate pore-network represents a porous medium with spatially correlated pore sizes, which has192

around 12% isolated porosity. The number of pore elements and average coordination number are similar to that of the193

the Bentheimer sandstone network, as shown in Table 1. The capillary pressure curves for the secondary water flood194

under different wetting conditions presented in Fig. 9 show relatively large residual oil saturations. The final phase195

occupancy for the weakly oil-wet case (Fig. 10) reveals a spatially correlated residual distribution of the defending196

oil phase. The simulation runtimes of under 0.2s for all wetting conditions is similar to those for the sandstone case197
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Figure 11: Capillary pressure curves of the secondary water flood under different wetting conditions in the two-scale explicitly integrated network.

S w = 68%

Figure 12: Volume rendering of the final occupancy with residual distribution of the defending phase after the secondary water flood in the two-

scale explicitly integrated network under weakly oil-wet conditions θadv = 110
◦
. Blue pore elements contain only the invading phase, while green

pore elements contain trapped defending phase. The leftmost face represents the inlet.

(Table 2), and confirm that the new algorithm performs equally efficient for qualitatively different porous formations.198

The two-scale network is representative of a porous medium containing both macro-porosity that is disconnected199

on its own, as well as micro-porosity that ensures overall connectivity (Jiang et al., 2013). Consequently, the net-200

work has a distinct bimodal pore size distribution with a very large number of pore elements (Table 1) that renders201

IP simulations with a conventional connectivity algorithm practically impossible. Additionally, although the average202

coordination number is small, some macro-pores have very large coordination numbers corresponding to their con-203

nectivity to the micro-pores. The capillary pressure curves for the secondary water flood (Fig. 11) are very different204
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from the curves for the single-scale Bentheimer and Estaillades networks, with large residual oil saturations under205

water-wet conditions and much smaller residual saturations under oil-wet conditions. The final occupancy for the206

weakly oil-wet case (Fig. 12) reveals that the invading phase occupies almost all macro-pores, hence the defending207

phase is trapped in the micro-pores. Although very large in number, the micro-pores represent only a small fraction of208

the overall porosity, resulting in the small residual saturation. The IP simulation runtimes in the multi-scale network209

range from 35s to 55s for the different wetting conditions. In the next section, we demonstrate that a conventional210

simulation for an equivalently sized network is expected to take several weeks, which reflects a speed-up using the211

new algorithm of around 6 orders of magnitude.212

3.3. Regular lattices213

We analyse the impact of network size using synthetically generated lattice networks of varying size (Table 1)214

with the same geometrical characteristics, such as pore size distribution and coordination number. The evolution of215

the trapped or disconnected defending (oil) phase saturation S d
o presented in Fig. 13 shows significant variations for216

linear dimensions smaller than 60. For linear dimension 60 and beyond the trapped saturation curves are smooth and217

do no longer vary with size. This may indicate that the trapped phase clusters no longer grow with network size. In218

other words, the network with linear dimension 60 constitutes a representative elementary volume (REV) with respect219

to the trapped saturation curve. These observations are consistent with the study of Joekar-Niasar et al. (2013) and220

extend its conclusions to varying wetting conditions. Therefore, accurate prediction of multi-phase flow functions221

often requires simulation on large networks.222

In Fig. 14 we systematically compare the IP simulation runtimes using the conventional and the new phase connec-223

tivity algorithms for the secondary water flood under strongly water-wet conditions. The runtime of the conventional224

simulator is not simply larger by a constant factor, but its growth displays a steeper log-log slope in comparison to225

the runtime growth of the new simulator. Petrovskyy et al. (2020) provide a theoretical derivation of the expressions226

for the runtime growth with number of pore elements n. In addition to the runtimes for the lattice networks, we have227

also included in Fig. 14 the runtimes for the previously investigated networks, as a function of their number of pore228

elements. We already established that the runtimes are very similar for the different wetting conditions for a given229

network. Fig. 14 demonstrates that the runtimes are also practically independent of the network geometry, i.e. pore230

sizes, spatial correlation and coordination number. This means that the runtime growth expressions derived for the lat-231

tice networks can be used to estimate the runtime growth for any type of network. For example, the runtime required232

to simulate the two-scale network containing 6.5 × 106 pore elements is around 60 seconds (one minute) for the new233

approach and, by extrapolation, around 107 seconds (just over 2 weeks) for the conventional implementation.234

4. Conclusions235

In this paper we have implemented and evaluated a novel solution to the phase connectivity problem. This prob-236

lem arises when identifying trapped defending phase clusters in pore-network simulation of capillary-driven flow237
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Figure 13: Trapped oil saturation as a function of water saturation in cubic lattices of different size during the secondary water flood under varying

wetting conditions.

governed by invasion-percolation theory. The new approach represents the connectivity of each phase cluster as a238

tree accompanied by a set of adjacent non-tree edges. Deletion of a tree edge, corresponding to a pore displacement239

event, invokes a computationally intensive search for a possible reconnection of the resulting subtrees by an adjacent240

non-tree edge. The tree representation facilitates a highly efficient execution of the reconnection search.241
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Figure 14: Runtimes for the conventional simulator (Ryazanov et al., 2009) and the new simulator (without relative permeability calculations) on

regular lattices of increasing size under strongly water-wet conditions θadv = 0
◦
, represented by diamonds and circles, respectively. The number

of pore nodes for each lattice, corresponding to the linear dimension, are shown a the top of the graph, while the total number of pore elements is

shown on the horizontal axis. The solid lines indicate best fits of the data. Runtimes for the new simulator on Bentheimer sandstone, Estaillades

carbonate, and two-scale pore-networks are depicted as red, green, and blue stars, respectively.

The new phase connectivity algorithm has been applied in the simulations of the secondary water floods in pore-242

networks of different origin and size. Comparison of simulated capillary pressure curves for a Bentheimer sandstone243

under different wetting conditions with those resulting from a conventional IP simulator have confirmed the equiva-244

lence of the conventional and the new connectivity algorithm. The simulation runtimes are effectively independent245

of the wetting conditions and, more importantly, the new phase connectivity algorithm delivers a speed-up of around246

3 orders of magnitude for the relatively small sandstone network. Additionally, we have demonstrated that relative247

permeability calculations do not cancel out the runtime improvement. Simulations in a similarly sized network of248

an Estaillades carbonate, resulting in spatially correlated residual phase distribution, require runtimes similar to the249

sandstone network under all wettability conditions. More importantly, in a much larger two-scale network, for which250

conventional simulations become unfeasible, simulations using the new phase connectivity algorithm run in 10s of251

seconds. These simulations have revealed residual phase distributions that are dominated by the bimodal pore size252

distribution.253

A systematic simulation study on regular lattice networks of increasing size has revealed that the runtimes of254

the new simulator grows proportional to n log2 n for networks with n pore elements, compared to the much more255

unfavourable n2.2 growth for the conventional simulator. Moreover, we have demonstrated that the runtime scalings256

for the new algorithm apply to networks of any pore space geometry. The lattice network simulation study has also257
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proven useful in determining the representative elementary volume for multiphase flow properties, such as the trapped258

saturation curve.259

The new simulation approach is a very powerful tool for (1) efficient simulation of capillary-driven displacement260

in massively large multi-scale pore-network models for calculation of representative multiphase flow properties, (2)261

comprehensive stochastic analysis in single-scale pore-networks and (3) extensive sensitivity studies with respect to262

poorly characterised input parameters, such as wettability.263
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